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About This Content

Decide the overall rankings and attribute levels of every WWE Superstar and Legend in the game. Unlock every WWE
Superstar and Legend, including alternate attires, with the Accelerator pack!
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Title: WWE 2K19 - Accelerator
Genre: Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Visual Concepts, Yuke's Co., LTD
Publisher:
2K
Franchise:
WWE 2K
Release Date: 8 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit: Windows® 7 (latest updates)

Processor: Intel Core i5-3550 / AMD FX 8150

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 670 / Radeon HD 7850

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 50 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

Additional Notes: At least 2 GB DDR Video Memory

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic
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Moe Moe Kyun ♥. This is a great game and it's really silly when people give it a negative review because they don't understand
Fight Fantasy games or book games in general.

So if you aren't interested in the genre, save your money. If you are. Get this. Don't be like the dummy who gave this a negative
review. This is one of these games where I wish we had a neutral button. It seems good for a few hours of entertainment, but not
much more. Value those few hours by yourself against the price, personally I'd say it's worth it on sale but not at full price.

Suggestions for developer:
- Right now everything is very repetitive. There aren't any (or many) events beyond a childs birth and roman holidays. The
holidays happen every year, meaning seeing the same text and clicking on the same things over and over again. We need more
events or event variants.

- At the moment you split all your money and property between all your kids. If you have five kids and 1 million dollars worth
of property it will be fractured on your characters death. I get that it could be a way to balance so the player doesnt get to much
money. The issue with that 'balance' is it doesn't prevent the player from getting a lot of resources, but it can get annoying.

- End game content is lacking- once you reach the last level of social standing you can no longer get the most expensive
investments in the game so you end up quickly amassing huge amounts of the lower level investments. It starts to feel
meaningless. When you make 30k a month there is nothing you can buy that you would have to save up for. There's also no
reason to get more money once you get to that point except getting more stuff to split among your kids.

- Political offices- perhaps I am missing something but it seems that you can have good stats and spend over 200k on trying to
get into a political office, and still not get enough votes. The next year you can spend less with the same stats and get in. Again,
unless I'm missing something it seems very luck based.

As I've already said, in its current state it's a shallow game good for a few hours but not much more.. Simple but elegant game
design, extremely tight controls, over the top level design. Should enter directly into anyone's top 10 or even top 5 platformer.
Really nothing more to say about it...

If you're REALLY not interested by time attack or speed runs you might find it a bit short but you would miss an entire new
way to rediscover the game once you've done it "normally".. Considering you can't even play the game I wouldn't recommand
this game to anyone. Developers have known about the issue and fail to fix it.. Oh, what a day... what a lovely day!. A pretty
good visual novel with a compelling storyline and amazing artworks in which you seek revenge after your lover was killed. If
you love the theme of espionage and revenge (in which not so many VNs themed on), you will like it.

Pros:
+++ Nice artwork, the CGs and character sprites are amazing
++ Compelling storyline that kept you reading, like how the story is unfolded layer by layer
++ Like how the story is connected through different routes
+ BGMs are memorable
+ Ciel best girl

Neutral:
= Both girls are specially designed with their own difficulties to carry on, but hearing more from them would be better
= Final route is extraordinary in terms of the story , but the romance... :(
= Fair price for a short visual novel
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Cons:
-- Story is too short (Took me only under 2 hours to achieve the first ending)
-- (Final) Ending could be better (Feel like rushed)
- Few Choices (Not appealing to those who prefer a game)
- Mistakes found in sentences (should have proofread, some sentences are said by a clearly wrong person)

Overall: 7.5\/10
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Though the game is lack luster now with content, I am very shocked how stable the game has been! ALSO the dev continues to
release patches frequently. Hope to see more content, along with modding. Fantastic! As soon as i saw it memories of the good
old commodore 64 came flooding back. I was a little sceptical when buying because it looks so different. But having played only
an hour it retains the atmosphere of the commodore 64 with so much more depth. If you are old enough to remember the
commodore 64 version and you loved it then this is a must buy! I can see me putting 8hour stints into this game and can't wait to
get into it. Well done devs!. Love this game. It allows me to exercise my hands by the need of using the mouse properly. It is
also a way that I use to relax after a hard day.. I really enjoyed the concept of this game. The begining of the game really makes
you question your own morals, and you feel more than a little uneasy making some of the decisions. This does fade as some
people are saying, but that doesnt necessarily take away from the game, it actually just speeds up your gameplay, which is a
good thing when you near the end of the game.
I haven't finished this game yet, but have gotten through the majority of it, and I do think its worth paying for. Its fun, and
different, and though the basic dynamics get a little repetative, the story more than makes up for it.
Watch my playthrough here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EKlvI_aiA9c. Haven't finished the game, so keep this in mind.

pros:
 relatively ok story
the logic of the story is easy to follow, so you know what's going on without any confusion on any given page
choices matters

cos:
it's not clear what might increase a stats, and what each stats actually do.
personally it's less polished, by that I mean there's not enough words on one page to fully paint a picture of the world.
it's very possible to die as story progress, so it might be a little difficult for some people, which breaks the immersion.

for conclusion, I can't say I can recommending it to anyone, perhaps pick this up if you are a choiceofgame veteran, but
personally I'm very frustrated with this game and decide not to finish after dying, for reference, I'm played my fair share of
choice of games, but this is the second game ever where I feel actually frustration,. You can read my reviews for the other
games of the trilogy, because the same applies to HeroFall.
If you are into choose-your-own-adventure type of games, you should definitely check this one out.. very fun took me 2 days to
complete all achivments. could use ALOT more stuff! should be plastic, and bottles, can's, bricks, ect XD. This game is one of
the worst games I've ever played. Despite what many people say this software is capable of making anything for RPG Maker
Ace. The tools are self explanatory and very easy to use once you take the time to familiarize yourself with the interface. You
can create custom sprite sheets, characters, even animations and battle backs. All you half to do is go into RPG Maker Ace and
export the type of content you want to make and boom! instant template. Want to make a damaged character like you see in the
default sprite sheets? Make your charter, import the pose you want and start cutting and adjusting your character to fit over the
imported one and your done in ten minutes or less. Want to mix two tile sets together without risking messing up the format?
Just use the grid system to copy past what tiles you want into the corresponding area. There is NOTHING that this can't make
for RPG maker. All of the tools are there, just think outside the box and make them work for you.. You might like this if you
enjoy trading sims or you've had a botched lobotomy. The game is pretty one-dimensional and it gets old very, very quickly.
There's really little to no lasting appeal after you've played this game for an hour or two.
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